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Ninja Kiwi Android 4.1 + Version: 6.9.1 $ Bloons TD Battles (MOD, Unlimited Medallions) - in this game you have to fight with many enemies. Your main task is to rebuild and modernize as many towers as possible. It is also important to blow up all the different colored balls that will appear your way. Also you will be able to buy their new hero for the gold
earned, for it will destroy all the balls. You will be given weapons, in the form of needles, balls with needles as well as many more different weapons. Compete with the most inveterate opponents and prove to everyone that you are the best player. Updated to version 6.9.1! Additional Information Requires Android5.0 and DeveloperEditor options, ninja kiwi,
Bloons TD 6 apk is a 3D tower defense strategy game. Players need to build defensive towers, constantly improve their towers and skills, and resist intruders.-ApkAwarD.coM Welcome to the world of evil Bloons creatures, here you will play as a group of monkeys trying to defend their home from invading balloon monsters (or as they are often called). Get
yourself immersed in the most exciting tower-defense games with intuitive controls and addictive controls. Find out all about the game in our review. Further from Ninja KiwiStory This game features a relatively new gameplay consisting of head-to-head battles between Bloons players. Besides playing against attacking Bloons, you can also join others in one-
on-one battles to see who the better players are. Build your monkey army to rival others in the world of Bloons TD Battles, competing against each other in battles and tournaments to see who has the best skills. Bloons TD Battles are designed for online and local multiplayer. Like previous versions, there will be many different tracks for you to enjoy. In
addition, you will have access to powerful upgrades to increase your team's strength for future battles against other players. Here are amazing features that will surely interest you. With relatively new gameplay where players can go head-to-head instead of following the traditional game mode where you can only fight against programmed Bloons. With
Bloons TD Battles, players can enjoy thrilling and intensive matches with real people, this makes the game much more interesting. You can test your skills with players from all over the world in various game modes. Give me everything you have to see who's the better Bloons destroyer. All you need is a stable internet connection and An Android device to be
able to fight the best Bloons players from around the game world it has up to 27 customizable tracks for head-to-head combat. Each has its own element of advantages and difficulties, make sure you choose your tower wisely to get the upper hand. In addition, you will also need to manage funds effectively during the to ensure your last victory. Like other
Bloons games, you'll also have access to different towers, each with their own unique powers and specialties. During online matches, it is very important to have a decent collection of different towers. This will give you a huge advantage against your enemies, allowing for a decisive final victory. Therefore, make sure you can fight your opponent with the right
tower. In addition, in-game towers can also be upgraded with 8 different power upgrades. It would be a good idea to upgrade your tower before going in an online battle. In Bloons TD Battles, there are 4 different game modes for players to enjoy. The most popular mode is probably Attack Mode where you'll order a strong army of Bloons to attack other
people's bases. But if you are a stable Bloons player, Defensive Mode will be more suitable for you, because all you need to do is manage a strong defense that can repel Bloons attacks from other players. And if you have something riskier, you can try Battle Arena Mode where players face each other in all-out betting. Put all your hard-earned medals on the
table along with your opponents to see who the final winner is. In addition, in this game, you'll also have access to the new Card Battles Mode where you'll play towers and Bloons cards to win against other players. In addition to the old tower push that appeared in previous versions of the game, in Bloons TD Battles, developers have added a lot of new
monkey tower thrusts. These impulses can have a significant effect on the playing field, therefore, they can be the deciding factor in giving you victory. In addition to normal tower upgrades, players also have access to bloons enhancements that allow them to upgrade their Bloons minions. Therefore, they can have a better chance of capturing their enemy
base in Attack Mode.And if you are tired of playing with players whose faces you do not know, you can arrange personal matches to test your skills with your friends. By connecting to your Facebook account, you can always ask your friends to join you in exciting head-to-head Bloons battles. Completing missions and fighting opponents online is not the only
way to get yourself valuable loot, you can also complete challenges to earn yourself incredible achievements that can greatly increase the strength of your squad. And to show your strength, you can add your own signature symbols to each and every one of your Bloons. After completing the Your bloons will show their winning signs as a sign of excellence
against your opponents. One of the best things about this game is that it is completely free to play. You can easily find the game on the Google Play Store and install it at no cost at all. Although the game contains several in-app purchases, you can still make up for it by spending more time doing and challenges every day. But if you are looking for more
accessible gameplay, you can try downloading our Bloons TD battle mode APK on our website and installing it on your Android device. It's completely free as well as giving you an unlimited amount of money to spend. Therefore, you can quickly collect powerful upgrades for your head-to-head battles. The game features the friendly art style of the family-
friendly bloons game. Therefore, you can enjoy endless bloons battles with your kids on family nights. In addition, the graphics are also light, making this game very accessible even for old Android devices. You will rarely see left behind and the transition between different scenes is very smooth. Bloons TD Battles features an awesome soundtrack that
perfectly matches the action in the game. You can really feel the tempo of your game just by listening to music. On the other hand, the sound effects are also top-notch with realistic explosions and monkey screams. With amazing gameplay and exciting online multiplayer, you will surely have fun playing games. Any Android device using Android 4.0.3 and
above can download and install this game. You can get started by going Apkdone.com and searching for keyword Bloons TD Battles Mod APK in the category of games. Bloons TD Battles is one of the most famous tower defense games for Android phones. You can install the original APK and MOD apk version (Unlimited Medallions) of this game via the link
below this article. Table of contents [ShowHide]Join Bloons TD Battles, you will experience many interesting battles with adorable monkeys and colorful balloons. In a challenging battle with a rival in the same match, who will win the victory? Let's find the answer in the article below. GameplayBloons TD Battles is a classic tower defense game. Here, the two
players will face each other and try to destroy the enemy tower. Starting the game, you need to choose the game mode, map and tower defense. Depending on the mode you choose, there are various goals that need to be achieved. However, your main goal is still to destroy all the balloons before they enter your stronghold. Each battle limits the number of
balloons that can enter your castle. If the number of balloons exceeds the limit, you will lose. Bloons TD Battles has up to 18 unique battles with 20 monkey towers. Each tower can be increased up to 8 times. Strength, defense, and energy will increase with each increase. Players can quickly recharge the monkey tower's energy by using Monkey Tower
Boost. When using this function, the monkey tower will attack faster over a certain period of time. If the player is Assault mode, players can use Bloons Boost to help increase the power of balloons when fighting opponents. ControlControlling in Bloons TD Battles is pretty simple. All you have to do is scroll monkeys to let them move and interact. Roll over
Super Monkey will help him use a laser gun. In order for the monkeys to attack, roll over to sniper monkey so that they aim and shoot. In addition to dramatic battles, Bloons TD Battles also offers more than 16 exciting special achievements for you to collect. This achievement results from a confrontation with an AI battle or an online PvP match. Share on
Facebook to compete with your friends. In case you didn't know, Bloons TD 6 is also a very successful tower defense game from kiwi ninja. ModesBloons TD Battles has three main game modes including Assault mode, Battle Arena and Defensive.In Assault, players try to destroy their opponents by using balloons directly. Initially, the balloon will fly quite
slowly. But from round 30 onwards, all balloons will increase at a rate of 20% per round. Although the mechanics of this mode are offensive, players should not ignore the defense. Try to protect your tower from your opponent's attacks. Starting from Defensive mode, players will be offered $75. The player's job is to find a way to improve the defense and last
as long as possible. By buying increased revenue packs, defenses are also improved. Cooldown is also based on increased revenue. Players can increase their earnings to a maximum of $3,000.In Battle Arena mode, players will be able to participate in arenas that compete with many other players around the world. When there are many medals, the player
ranking increases. When it comes to being the best, players will receive special benefits. Increase your weaponsAll you advance to higher levels, the speed of movement, numbers, the power of the ball increases higher. If you use weapons that are too weak, you will not be able to prevent waves of balloons rushing to attack your tower. Therefore, buy new
weapons and upgrade to increase defenses. Each win will bring bonuses, you can use them to constantly upgrade weapons. Some tips you may needBefore each battle, you can preview information about the characteristics of the balloon that will appear. This will help you choose a tower of defense that has an advantage over this type of balloon. The
balloon will move slower and will swarm on the curly road. You have to set up more towers in this location to destroy them quickly. MOD APK Bloons version of BattlesMOD TD features Unlimited Medals: Medals are the game's main currency, it helps you pay for shopping and improve activities. With the MOD APK version provided by APKMODY, you have a
lot of Medals right at the beginning of the game. Download Bloons TD Battles MOD APK for AndroidBloons TD Battles is an interesting goalkeeping game that fits relieve stress after a stressful day. The graphics and sound effects in the game are quite funny, helping to increase the fun for each game you play. The battle to protect the tower from balloons
never ends. Install Install and join the battle now! Nwo!
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